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Despite the growing emphasis on process writing and student topic generation� most students 
are still tested on how they write to prompts and need to practice responding to prompts� Many 
students have difficulty responding well� partly because they do not feel invested in this type of 
writing� However� there are ways to help students see that writing to prompts is fun� 

Read� Think� and Respond
The prompts in this book are meant to challenge students to tap into their thoughts and feelings� 
and then respond to those thoughts and feelings in writing� Students will find that brief paragraph 
answers may suffice for some of the prompts� while other prompts may inspire them to pour their 
hearts out on paper�

Prompt Categories
All About Me: These are good prompts to begin with because most students enjoy talking and 
writing about themselves and their opinions� With these prompts� you can often get students 
to open up� either in discussion or on paper� Some of these require simple answers� while others 
require more thought� 

Family Relationships: This category can be great inspiration for discussion or writing� but requires 
sensitivity when choosing prompts� Remember that there are many different kinds of families� 
Before you assign these prompts� consider students’ situations� Change wording� if necessary� or 
offer a choice of prompts�

Friendships: Most of these prompts are designed to have students consider the general state 
of friendship� but some deal with specific situations� Many of these are ideal for use at the 
beginning of the year� in order to lead students toward being kind to each other�

School: Many triumphs� joys� and conflicts happen during school� By choosing from the 
prompts below� you can find out how to solve class conflicts� learn about students’ interests 
and talents� and even get an impromptu teaching evaluation�

Introduction
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All About Me

Think about a time in your life when something unexpected 
happened� What happened? How did you feel?

Think about your favorite holiday� Describe this holiday 
through each of your five senses� What do you see� hear� feel� 
smell� and taste?

Your parent has just told you that your little brother or sister 
will have to share your bedroom� Write a letter persuading 
your parent why you feel this is not a good idea�

Who is your best friend? Write a letter to your friend that 
explains why your friendship is so important�

Imagine your neighbor is going to take care of your pet while 
you are away� Write your neighbor to explain how to care for 
your pet�
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What do you like to write about and why?

Describe the very first memory that you have�

Research what your name means� (Look in a baby name book 
or have an adult help you search the Internet�) Do you think 
your name describes you accurately? Why or why not?

If you were a boy instead of a girl� or a girl instead of a boy� 
what name would you choose for yourself?

All About Me

Would you rather be a baby� a kid� a teenager� or an adult? Why?
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What makes you angry? What do you do when you are  
very angry?

How does it feel to be embarrassed? What kinds of things 
embarrass you?

Tell about something that makes you feel sad�

What makes you feel safe?

All About Me 

What would you like to be when you grow up? Why does this 
interest you?
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Describe the funniest or the scariest dream you have ever had� 

If you could choose one musical instrument to play 
professionally� which would it be� and why?

Tell about a time when you were teased or left out�

All About Me

Did you keep the last promise you made to someone? Why or 
why not?

What is the one thing you wish you could do better? Why?




